
 

Factory made hot-sale Customized Seed Coffee Square
Biodegradable Plastic Coffee Bag With Valve

We always do the job to be a tangible group making sure that we can provide you with the top top
quality as well as ideal value for Factory made hot-sale Customized Seed Coffee Square Biodegradable
Plastic Coffee Bag With Valve, With our rules of " small business standing, partner trust and mutual
benefit", welcome all of you to definitely do the job alongside one another , grow together.
We always do the job to be a tangible group making sure that we can provide you with the top top
quality as well as ideal value for Biodegradable Plastic Coffee Bag, Coffee Bag, Coffee Bag With Valve,
Each customer's satisfactory is our goal. We're looking for long-term cooperation with each customer.
To meet this, we keep up our quality and provide extraordinary customer service. Welcome to our
company, we're expecting to cooperate with you.

Overview

Product Description

Stand up PLA Food Bag 100% Biodegradable Packaging Bags for coffee and tea
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https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/biodegradable-plastic-coffee-bag
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/coffee-bag
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/tag/coffee-bag-with-valve


 

The detail data of Coffee packaging bags

Item: Stand up PLA Food Bag 100% Biodegradable Packaging Bags for coffee and
tea

Size&Thickness: Custom based on your requirement
Ink type: Eco-friendly Food Grade Soy Ink
Material: PLA+ Kraft paper,PET+AL+PE, PET+PE, BOPP+Kraft Paper+PE,

PET+AL+PE, etc
Feature : 1).Safety Food Grade material & Perfect Printing

2).Great to prevent leakage, excellent Moisture-Proof
3).Strong sealing Bottom & Good Display Effect

Certificates: FSSC22000,SGS etc.. FDA certificate can also be made if necessary
Style Options: Flat Bottom ,  Stand up , side gusset , Zipper Top, With or without Window,

Euro Hole , etc.
Printing: Copperplate printing,Offset printing

Color: Up to 10 colors or No printing
Artwork format: AI,PDF,CDR,PSD,etc,

MOQ: 10,000pcs
Price:
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Product
link：
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/factory-made-hot-sale-customized-seed-coffee-square-biode
gradable-plastic-coffee-bag-with-valve.html
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